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Abstract 
For the extraction of spatially resolved solar cell parameters, a variety of methods has been introduced in the past years. Nearly 
all methods use the fact that the local luminescence intensity can be calibrated to local junction voltage. The different methods 
however use different approaches for the calibration. In this work we discuss the different approaches used throughout literature. 
We investigate the key assumption of two approaches which assumes that there are no lateral junction voltage gradients at 
sufficiently low excitation conditions. Our investigation is based on circuit simulations and experimental results on an example 
cell. We give an explanation for the remaining contrasts in luminescence images taken at these low excitation conditions. A third 
approach which does not rely on the key assumption is discussed with respect to measurement time in comparison to the other 
approaches. Finally the role of the short circuit current is discussed and a modification to the approach as known from literature 
is proposed. 
 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Luminescence imaging has been proven to be a very valuable characterization tool being able to provide spatially 
resolved, quantitative information on essential parameters of silicon solar cells in a fast and non-destructive way. A 
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variety of different methods quantitatively imaging local solar cell parameters has been introduced in the past years 
[1-6]. The different methods are based on the dependence of the local luminescence intensity ߮௫௬  to the local 
junction voltage ௫ܸ௬ . The dependence is given in equation (1) and can be directly derived from Planck´s law of 
radiative recombination [7]. A stringent deviation is given in [5]. In the following all local quantities will be indexed 
with ݔݕ to distinguish them from global quantities. The dependence writes as: 
 
߮௫௬ െ ߮௝௦௖ǡ௫௬ ൌ ܥ௫௬݁
௏ೣ ೤
௏೅
 
(1) 
  
with ்ܸ  being the thermal voltage and ܥ௫௬ the local calibration constant. The correct determination of ܥ௫௬ and its 
position dependence will be discussed. The term ߮௝௦௖ǡ௫௬ represents the local luminescence intensity of an image 
taken under the same illumination as ߮௫௬ but under short circuit conditions. Subtracting ߮௝௦௖ǡ௫௬ was proposed in [8] 
and adopted by others [2-6] to account for the effect of diffusion limited charge carriers on the luminescence 
intensity. A more detailed analysis of this procedure is found in [9] and [10] where a modification of this procedure 
is suggested. Nevertheless we adopt the procedure of subtracting ߮௝௦௖ǡ௫௬ from luminescence image intensities in this 
work. Note that for reasons of clarity the subtraction of ߮௝௦௖ǡ௫௬ is left out in the following and ߮௫௬ always denotes 
for the intensity of a luminescence image where ߮௝௦௖ǡ௫௬ is already subtracted. 
In this contribution we will discuss three different approaches used to extract the calibration constant ܥ௫௬. In 
section 2 we simultaneously discuss the photoluminescence voltage calibration (PL-VC) and the 
electroluminescence voltage calibration (EL-VC) as named in [11]. Both approaches use the central assumption of 
no lateral voltage gradients at sufficiently low excitation conditions which will be investigated experimentally and 
by circuit simulations. Note that the term “low excitation conditions” in this work does not mean that the excess 
charge carrier density is smaller than the doping density which is commonly called “low injection conditions”. The 
term “low excitation conditions” in this work is only meaningful in comparison to the term “high excitation 
condition” and denotes excitation conditions which are lower that “high excitation conditions”. In addition we give 
an explanation for remaining image contrasts at low excitation conditions hence for the position dependence of the 
calibration constant ܥ௫௬. In section 3 we discuss the coupled voltage calibration (C-VC) approach which has been 
introduced in [5] where it was dismissed because of reproducibility problems, while we find a good reproducibility. 
We compare the C-VC approach to the “coupled determination of dark saturation current and series resistance” (C-
DCR) approach as introduced in [4]. Moreover we discuss the role of the short circuit current density used in the C-
VC evaluation and propose a modification for more realistic results. 
2. EL-VC and PL-VC 
2.1 Central assumption 
 
EL-VC and PL-VC as named in [11] both use the central assumption of no lateral junction voltage gradients at 
sufficiently low excitation conditions which can be expressed by ௫ܸ௬ ൌ  ௧ܸ௘௥௠, where ௧ܸ௘௥௠ is the well measurable 
terminal voltage. In case of EL-VC, low excitation is realized by applying a low forward terminal voltage (ͷ͹Ͳܸ݉ 
was proposed in [2]) and in case of PL-VC low excitation is realized by a sufficiently low illumination (0.19 suns 
was proposed in [8])†. Using the assumption we obtain the calibration constant by: 
 
ܥ௫௬ ൌ
߮௫௬ǡ௟௢௪ି௘௫
݁
௏೟೐ೝ೘௏೅
 (2) 
 
 
†
 In this work we define the denotation 1sun as a photon flux of ʹǡͷͷ כ ͳͲଵ଻ photons / (s*cm²) of 790 nm wavelength 
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where ɔ୶୷ǡ୪୭୵ିୣ୶ represents the local intensity of an image taken at sufficiently low excitation conditions. Note that 
in this work we assume the calibration constant to be injection independent. This calibration constant is then used to 
calibrate images at any excitation to local junction voltage by 
 
௫ܸ௬ ൌ ்ܸ  ሺ
߮௫௬
ܥ௫௬ ሻ 
(3) 
  
2.2 Validity of central assumption 
 
To investigate the validity of the central assumption we perform circuit simulations. We model an equivalent 
circuit consisting of diodes with different electronic quality to represent a solar cell with spatially inhomogeneous 
material quality. We simulate a symmetry element of the cell, which is a rectangular with a width half the distance 
from one grid finger to the other and a height half the distance from one busbar to the other [12]. As simulation 
parameters we used an emitter sheet resistance of ͹ͷȳȀ, a finger contact resistance of ͵݉ȳȀܿ݉;, a metallization 
resistance of ͵ߤȳܿ݉, a finger width of ͳͲͲߤ݉, an effective metallization height of ͳʹߤ݉, a busbar width of 
ͳ݉݉ and a base resistivity of ͳǡͷȳܿ݉. To represent a “good” and the “bad” multicrystalline area we assume dark 
saturation current densities of ͳͺͲ݂ܣȀܿ݉; and ͳͺͲͲ݂ܣȀܿ݉; respectively. Results of the simulated local junction 
voltages are shown in Fig. 1 for two different terminal voltages. 
 
Fig. 1: (left): simulated symmetry elements. The upper two represent illuminated samples with illumination corresponding to 550 mV left and 
600 mV right. The lower two represent samples under an externally applied forward bias voltage of 550 mV left and 600 mV right. (right): the 
graph shows the simulated voltage difference between the “good” and the “bad” area for different voltages which represent different excitation 
conditions. 
Fig. 1 clearly shows that the assumption of homogeneous junction voltage gets better if excitation conditions are 
lower. At excitation levels below ͷͲͲܸ݉, voltage differences across the cell should be lower than ʹܸ݉ so the 
assumption of homogeneous junction voltage is fulfilled within measurement uncertainty. Nevertheless at voltages 
around ͷ͹Ͳܸ݉, which are suggested in literature [2, 8] as calibration conditions, a notable difference of more than 
ͷܸ݉ is predicted by the simulation. Note that the actual differences in a certain device always depend on the 
specific device parameters and the simulation only represents a “typical” scenario to gain a qualitative 
understanding. 
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2.3 Impact of errors in the central assumption to voltage results 
 
If an image at arbitrary excitation conditions is calibrated to junction voltage by equation (3) the voltage 
difference between “good” and “bad” areas of this image will be underestimated. This is due to the fact that the 
voltage difference in the calibration image at low injection conditions is underestimated by assuming it to be zero. 
The underestimation of this voltage difference of the calibration image directly propagates to the image calibrated 
with the calibration image. Hence if the voltage difference between a “good” and a “bad” area in low excitation 
conditions is ͷܸ݉  then we underestimate this voltage difference by exactly ͷܸ݉  in the image calibrated by 
equation (3). The derivation of this statement is given in [11]. 
 
2.4 Experimental results 
 
We investigate the effect of underestimating the voltage differences between “good” and “bad” regions on a 
multicrystalline example cell. The example cell used in this work is an Aluminum back surface field (Al-BSF) solar 
cell featuring screen printed metallization, a silicon nitride anti reflection coating and a phosphorus emitter on the 
front side. Under standard test conditions the cell revealed an open circuit voltage of 620.9 mV, a short circuit 
current density of 34.46 mA/cm², a fill factor of 79.58 % and an efficiency of 17.03 %. We calibrate one 
photoluminescence (PL) image under one sun illumination to local junction voltage by equation (3) using different 
calibration images in equation (2), hence different calibration constants. All measurements are taken with a 
luminescence setup using a ͹ͻͲ݊݉ diode laser for excitation and a silicon CCD camera with a ͻͷͲ݊݉ long pass 
filter for image detection. A temperature controlled chuck keeps the temperature at ʹͷ േ ͲǤͷιܥ  throughout the 
measurements. All images are corrected by subtracting a previously measured background signal. Experimental 
results are shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2: A PL image taken at one sun illumination calibrated to local junction voltage using different calibration images. It can be seen that voltage 
differences become smaller if the injection level of the calibration image becomes higher. 
We measure the differences between the “good” and the “bad” areas (corresponding to the squares marked in Fig. 
2) for different calibration conditions. The measured differences are shown in Fig. 3 (left). 
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Fig. 3: (left): measured differences between the “good” and the “bad” crystal area of the investigated example cell plotted against the terminal 
voltage of the calibration image. (right): underestimation of the voltage differences concluded from the measured data and concluded from the 
simulated data plotted against the voltage of the calibration image. 
The measured voltage differences converge against a value of about ͳ͵Ǥͷܸ݉ in our example. Assuming this 
value to be the “real” difference it can be judged how much the voltage differences are underestimated when 
choosing higher excitation conditions for the calibration image. Due to the statement of section 2.3 this 
underestimation can be directly compared to simulated voltage differences of the calibration image. Since the input 
parameters of the simulation are by no means an exact description of the cell parameters a perfect quantitative 
agreement is neither seen nor expected but the qualitative effect of voltage underestimation is visualized well in Fig. 
3 (right). 
 
2.5 Remaining contrasts at low excitation conditions 
 
Fig. 4 (left) shows a PL image taken under very low excitation (0.004 suns) inducing an open circuit voltage of 
Ͷ͸Ͳܸ݉ . At excitation conditions this low, the junction voltage is constant in very good approximation. Still 
intensity contrasts with intensity ratios up to 2 are visible between “good” and “bad” crystalline areas. To 
understand these remaining intensity contrasts, it is necessary to distinguish between junction voltage and implied 
voltage within the bulk. As can be directly derived from the Planck law of radiative recombination [7] the 
luminescence intensity depends on depth distribution of the quasi fermi level (QFL) split ȟߟ within the bulk: 
߮௫௬ ̱ න ݁
୼ఎ
௞்
ௗ
଴
 
(4) 
We perform simulations of the depth distribution of the (QFL) split using Sentaurus Device. The symmetry 
element simulated is schematically shown in Fig. 4 (right). 
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Fig. 4: (left): PL image taken under very low excitation (0.004 suns) corresponding to an open circuit voltage of 460 mV; (right): Schematic 
drawing of the simulated symmetry element. Two different bulk lifetimes were assumed in neighbouring areas to represent the situation in a 
multicrystalline solar cell. The quasi fermi level split at each point as simulated by Sentaurus Device for an illumination corresponding to 0.01 
suns is represented by the color contour. The x-cuts indicate the positions where the QFL split is plotted dependent on the depth in Fig. 5. 
We choose high lifetime (1000 μs) in one half of the bulk and low lifetime (50 μs) in the other half to represent 
the situation of a neighboring high and low lifetime region in a multicrystalline solar cell. We simulate the 
distribution of QFL splits within the symmetry element. Fig. 5 shows the depth dependent distribution of the QFL 
split along the x cuts indicated in Fig. 4 (right). 
 
Fig. 5: Depth dependent distributions of QFL splits in the low and high lifetime area of the simulated symmetry element. (left): Simulation 
performed choosing low illumination; (right) simulation performed choosing high illumination. 
From Fig. 5 it can be seen that while being at low excitation the junction voltage, which corresponds to the QFL 
split at the front, is the same in the low and in the high lifetime area but the shape of the curves and hence the 
integral of equation (4) is different. Meanwhile being at high excitation the PL intensity contrast is caused by the 
junction voltage difference itself and not only by the different curve shapes. This explains the phenomenon of 
remaining PL intensity contrasts at low excitation and the position dependence of the calibration constant. 
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3. Coupled voltage calibration (C-VC) 
3.1 Principle 
 
The coupled voltage calibration (C-VC) was introduced in [5] and is a method which calculates the spatially 
resolved series resistance ܴௌǡ௫௬ , the spatially resolved dark saturation current density ݆଴ǡ௫௬  and the calibration 
constant ܥ௫௬ from three luminescence images. The first is taken at low illumination and open circuit conditions ߮ଵ, 
at high illumination and low current extraction ߮ଶ and at high illumination and high current extraction ߮ଷ . The 
derivation from the terminal connected diode model is given in [5]. The terminal connected diode model assumes 
that every “position” of a solar cell can be represented by a diode with a certain dark saturation current density being 
connected to the terminal via an ohmic resistance. Interestingly it was suggested not to use the C-VC method for 
reasons of strong dependence on the initial conditions. In contradiction we found a good reproducibility in [11], 
where the investigation is presented in full detail. 
 
3.2 Comparison of C-VC and C-DCR 
 
The C-DCR method as described in [4] and investigated more closely in [13] and the C-VC method are very 
similar approaches. Both approaches need three luminescence images to obtain three resulting images but the 
approaches use different voltage calibration techniques. The C-DCR method uses the PL-VC calibration while the 
C-VC method is a calibration approach itself. Due to the fact that the underlying images can be chosen to be the 
same, the results of the two approaches can be compared directly for different combinations of underlying images. 
To compare the results we compare the difference between the “good” and the “bad” area marked in Fig. 2 from a 
voltage calibrated image using the calibration constant of C-DCR on the one hand and the calibration constant of C-
VC on the other. As discussed in section 2.3 the voltage differences are underestimated in both cases. 
Fig. 6: Comparison between C-DCR and C-VC. The voltage differences are plotted for four different image combinations against the voltage of 
the third image. The numbers indicate the cumulated exposure time needed for measuring the three underlying images. 
In Fig. 6 we plot the underestimation of the voltage difference for four combinations of underlying images. Note 
that the two high illumination current extraction images are kept the same but the low illumination open circuit 
image is varied. We find that the underestimation of voltage differences is less strong if the C-VC approach is used 
for calculation. It could be argued that the underestimation of voltage differences is generally unproblematic if 
calibration images are taken at sufficiently low excitation conditions. On the other hand, low excitation conditions 
naturally cause long measurement times because of a generally low signal. The sum of exposure times used for the 
three images taken for each combination is indicated in Fig. 6. It can be clearly seen that exposure times decrease 
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strongly if higher injection levels are allowed. Note that the exposure times given here can be scaled down by a 
factor of around 10 if inline applicability is in focus still keeping an acceptable signal to noise ratio. 
 
3.3 The role of short circuit current in C-VC and C-DCR  
 
There is a certain drawback to the C-VC and the C-DCR method as described in [4, 5, 11, 13] which is connected 
to the way of measuring the short circuit current density ௦݆௖, which enters into the central equation: 
 
ܴௌǡ௫௬ ൌ
௧ܸ௘௥௠ െ ்ܸ כ  ൬߮௜ǡ௫௬ܥ௫௬ ൰
݆଴ǡ௫௬ כ ߮௜ǡ௫௬ܥ௫௬ െ ௦݆௖
 
(5) 
 
Firstly, the short circuit current density is not necessarily homogenous across the cell [14]. To overcome the 
effect of inhomogeneity a more sophisticated approach is presented in [10] which will not be discussed here. 
Nevertheless an error is made when directly inserting the measured cell current into equation (5) which can be 
overcome very simply. The current density which should be inserted into equation (5) is not the measured current 
density but rather the measured current density corrected by a factor taking into account the front side metallization 
fraction . The short circuit current density which should be inserted into equation (5) writes as 
 
௦݆௖ ൌ ݆௦௖ǡ௠௘௔௦௨௥௘ௗȀሺͳ െܯሻ (6) 
 
This is due to the fact that ௦݆௖ from equation (5) still represents the local short circuit current density, which is 
zero under the metallized area and hence has to be slightly enhanced in the non-metallized areas. Due to this 
phenomenon we state that series resistance results and dark saturation current results, when calculated from the C-
VC or the C-DCR method as proposed in literature, were overestimated and underestimated respectively depending 
on the front side metallization ratio of the investigated cell. 
4. Conclusion 
In this contribution we analyzed the assumption of no lateral voltage gradients at low injection conditions and the 
errors originating from this assumption. We discussed the origin of intensity contrasts of PL images taken under low 
injection conditions by simulating a typical situation present in multicrystalline solar cells using 2 dimensional 
device simulation. We made a comparison of the established evaluation methods C-VC and C-DCR und concluded 
the C-VC yields more realistic results at shorter exposure times. Finally we proposed a modification of both 
methods taking into account the fact that the methods previously underestimated the current value entering the 
central equation because of neglecting the shading due to front side metallization. 
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